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Executive Summary
In this deliverable the final project workshop and hackathon are described. We describe
the steps followed in setting up the event, the event itself and take-home message for future
events.
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Introduction

With the departure of traditional document-based search as used in many companies, it
is very important to the project that potential users can gain insights into the technology
as well as hands-on experience with it to lay a foundation for future uptake. Within
the project, dissemination through hackathons and a final project workshop was therefore
planned.1 In this deliverable, we describe the organisation and outcomes of the final project
workshop and hackathon. Both took place at the end of November 2015 at the Amsterdam
Public Library. For the workshop, external speakers were invited to reflect on the research
themes within and exploitation of NewsReader. During the hackathon, participants were
invited to dig into the data that was processed by the consortium. Similarly to the June
2014 hackathon in London and January 2015 hackathons in London and Amsterdam which
were previously reported on on the NewsReader website2 .

2

Preparation

During the April project meeting in Liverpool, the consortium decided on the end of
November as the most convenient date for the final workshop and hackathon, to beat the
pre-Christmas rush of events and deadlines seen in many companies and institutions. As
the consortium was quite pleased with the Amsterdam Public Library as a venue for the
January 2015 hackathon, this venue was chosen again.
In preparation for the workshop and hackathon VUA set up an Eventbrite page at
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/car-wars-industrial-heroes-going-down-fighting-tickets-18872669663 (see Figure 1, for a screen shot). Through this page, participants could register
free of charge for either the workshop, the hackathon, or both events. The consortium
partners disseminated the announcement for the event through their networks resulting in
26 registrants for the workshop, 20 for only the hackathon and 16 for both events. Whilst
we did not record the exact affiliation of each registrant, through conversations with them
during the events we found that large multinational companies as well as startups were
represented, as well as news organisations, academics and government bodies.

3

Workshop

The goal of the workshop on 23 November was to present the NewsReader project to a
diverse audience, as well as invite representatives of the different research fields and an
application domain of NewsReader to reflect on the project. The NewsReader project was
presented to participants via an overview of the project by the project leader Piek Vossen,
and demonstrations of various components by FBK, SynerScope and VUA.
1

The user evaluations also play an important role here, but those are discussed in WP8 deliverables.
Specifically http://www.newsreader-project.eu/newsreader-world-cup-hack-day/ (London,
June 2014), http://www.newsreader-project.eu/amsterdam-hackathon-recap/ (Amsterdam January
2015) and http://www.newsreader-project.eu/london-hackathon/ (London, January 2015)
2
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Eventbrite page with the combined workshop and hackathon
information and registration

To reflect on the language technology used in NewsReader and the direction forward,
Bernardo Magnini3 presented his vision on understanding multimedia content. Frank van
Harmelen4 presented a reflection from the perspective of the current-state-of-the-art in
Semantic Web research and the direction that field is heading. Finally, Sybren Kooistra,5
presented some insights into the daily activities of data journalists, highlighting the current
practices of data gathering and analysis for storytelling.
The presentations sparked lively discussions, both plenary and during the coffee breaks
and reception. One of the main insights the NewsReader project (and other members from
the research community present) gathered was that there is still much to be done in order
for our technologies to find uptake in the field. Many professionals, such as data journalists,
build their own tools to perform their data analyses such as named entity recognisers. Even
though research software is not always ready for the outside world, we may be able to do
more to get it to tech-savvy people who would otherwise start from scratch.

3

http://hlt-nlp.fbk.eu/people/profile/magnini
http://www.cs.vu.nl/~frank.van.harmelen/
5
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sybrenkooistra
4
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Coffee & Welcome
Piek Vossen: The NewsReader Project
Bernardo Magnini: Language and Knowledge: Toward Understanding Multimedia Content
Frank van Harmelen: Semantic Search: from finding documents to
answering questions
Coffee break
NewsReader Demos: KnowledgeStore (FBK), SynerScope, Storylines (VUA)
Sybren Kooistra: Text as Data: Observations of a datajournalist
Reception

Figure 2: Workshop participants listening to Frank van Harmelen’s talk

4

Hackathon

During the autumn of 2015, the NewsReader consortium worked hard to produce the cars
v3 dataset to be used in the end-user evaluation and the hackathon. The processed data was
made available to hackathon participants through the KnowledgeStore with the SimpleAPI
front-end that was developed by ScraperWiki for the June 2014 hackathon. Due to data
licensing issues, FBK had made sure that the source files were not available directly from
the KnowledgeStore, but could be accessed on the LexisNexis portal through credentials
provided by LexisNexis.
Unfortunately, during the hackathon, things did not go as planned. In the process of
road construction works in Trento, a fibre optic cable was severed, effectively cutting FBK
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and the Trento university campus off from the world.6 Luckily, there were various slices of
the data around on different consortium partners computers and VUA had set up a smaller
triplestore with perspectives data from the cars v3 dataset which were all made available
to the participants. At some point during the day, the team in Trento managed to set up a
connection through someone’s mobile phone network, enabling some queries to go through
to the main dataset. The hackathon participants were very understanding of the situation
and some mentioned that in some respects they were quite happy to work with smaller
subsets of the data as the amount of the data that is generated by the project can be a
bit daunting to first-time hackathon participants or those less experienced in working with
big datasets.
At the hackathon, there were also 5 students present from the Research Master Linguistic Engineering programme at VUA. None of the instructors of the programming course
in that programme is involved in the NewsReader project, but they thought it was a fun
opportunity for the students to ‘hack’ in a different environment and take part in such
an event. These students were given some advance training and data samples as many of
them are just starting out with programming. Overall their, and the instructors’ opinion of
the event was that it was fun and that it can also be an interesting complement to regular
classes and labs.
At the end of the day, the participants could present their findings. As in the previous NewsReader hackathons, there was a wide variety of projects the participants had
undertaken.
One team working for a company that creates scalable search systems tried to add
persons and events to their system effectively trying to combine textual and structural
data.
A VUA team, got to work with the perspectives dataset and tried to answer the question
“What are the most ridiculous companies or persons in the dataset?” based on the certainty
values that are connected to different entities’ statements.
Representatives of a hotel search engine tried to combine information from NewsReader,
for example about particular events, with their hotel information such that they could
recommend hotels that are closer to interesting things to their users. One issue that
made this difficult, which the consortium is aware of, is that the NWR data model is
quite extensive and figuring out how to get the right information out of the system using
SPARQL. With help from the consortium members present at the hackathon the team
managed to get all the tools working.
The VUA student team presented a network visualisation that gave an impression of
which entities co-occur together in the dataset.
The consortium was very happy to see that users came up with such a wide variety of
projects and takes this as a signal that there are many analyses possible with the cars v3
dataset.
6

http://www.ladige.it/popular/tecnologie/2015/11/25/rotto-cavo-fibra-ottica-universit-fbk-off-line
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Figure 3: Hackathon participants at work

5

Outcomes

To make sure that the KnowledgeStore could handle the load of many user requests, FBK
had set up a backup server. However, the incident with the excavator taught the consortium
that a backup in a different location is advisable. There were some minor problems with the
wireless network at the Amsterdam Public Library during the hackathon as well, although
the wired network still worked, but in any case, local copies of (at least parts of) the data
are good to have available too.
The consortium was quite happy with the speakers at the workshop, although during
preparation we found that there are major cultural differences between academic/startup
speakers and other speakers in terms of scheduling, reachability and expectancies. From
this the consortium derives that such events may need to be planned even further than 6
months ahead. The format of the workshop, with fairly long breaks and a reception at the
end, was quite conducive to discussions and networking between the participants. Overall,
the participants provided positive feedback. One participant of the workshop even decided
that he also wanted to attend the hackathon the next day because the workshop got him
so interested in the project and data.
Overall, it is always a surprise how an event turns out as technical problems may arise
or registered participants may not be able to come at the last minute, but overall the
workshop and hackathon sparked interesting discussions, insights for the consortium and
even some new contacts which will be followed up on in the exploitation plan and in future
projects.
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